At UC Irvine, we are building a next generation parallel database system, called ASTERIX, as our approach to addressing today's "Big Data" management challenges. ASTERIX aims to combine time-tested principles from parallel database systems with those of the Web-scale computing community, such as fault tolerance for long running jobs. In this demo, we present a whirlwind tour of AS-TERIX, highlighting a few of its key features. We will demonstrate examples of our data definition language to model semi-structured data, and examples of interesting queries using our declarative query language. In particular, we will show the capabilities of ASTERIX for answering geo-spatial queries and fuzzy queries, as well as AS-TERIX' data feed construct for continuously ingesting data.
INTRODUCTION
We started the ASTERIX project [1, 3] at UC Irvine approximately two and a half years ago. Our goal at the outset was to design and implement a highly scalable platform for information storage, search, and analytics. By combining and extending ideas from semistructured data management, parallel database systems, and first-generation data-intensive computing platforms (MapReduce and Hadoop), ASTERIX was envisioned to be a parallel, semistructured information management system with the ability to ingest, store, index, query, analyze, and publish very large quantities of semistructured data. ASTERIX is well-suited to handle use cases ranging all the way from rigid, relation-like data collections, whose types are well understood and invariant, to flexible and more complex data, where little is known a priori and the instances in data collections are highly variant and self-describing.
While ASTERIX began with the objective of creating a parallel, semistructured information management system, three reusable software layers have resulted from our work. The bottommost layer of the ASTERIX stack is a data-intensive runtime called Hyracks [4] . * now at Google † now at HP Labs ‡ at University of California, Riverside § primary contact Hyracks sits at roughly the same level of the architecture that MapReduce (Hadoop) does in implementations of higher-level data analysis languages such as Pig [8] , Hive [2] or Jaql [5] . The topmost layer of the ASTERIX stack is a parallel DBMS, with a full, flexible data model (ADM) and a query language (AQL) for describing, querying, and analyzing data. AQL is comparable to languages such as Pig, Hive, or Jaql, but ADM and AQL support both native storage and indexing of data as well as access to external data residing in a distributed file system (e.g., HDFS). In between these layers sits Algebricks, a model-agnostic, algebraic "virtual machine" for parallel query processing and optimization. Algebricks is the target for AQL query compilation, but it can also be the target for other declarative data languages. Figure 1 summarizes the layers. Sections 2, 3 and 4 briefly explain how each layer does its job, and what its potential value is as a software resource for the "Big Data" analytics and management community. We will start at the bottom of the stack and work our way up to ASTERIX proper (i.e., to the complete end-user system).
THE HYRACKS RUNTIME
The Hyracks layer of ASTERIX is the bottom-most layer of the stack. Hyracks is the runtime layer (a.k.a. executor) whose job is to accept and manage data-parallel computations requested either by direct end users of Hyracks or (more likely) by layers above it in the ASTERIX software stack.
Jobs are submitted to Hyracks in the form of directed acyclic graphs that are made up of "Operators" and "Connectors". To illustrate the key ideas in Hyracks, Figure 2 shows an example Hyracks job representing a TPCH-like query that performs a join between a partitioned file containing Customer records and another parti-Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Hadoop has quickly become the gold standard in the industry for a highly scalable data-intensive MapReduce platform. Any system that hopes to displace it must provide a low-cost migration path for existing Hadoop artifacts. To that end, we have built an adapter on top of Hyracks that accepts and executes Hadoop MapReduce jobs without requiring code changes from the user. More details about Hyracks' computational model, its implementation and perormance as well as the Hadoop compatibility layer are available in [4] .
THE ALGEBRICKS ALGEBRA LAYER
Algebricks is a model-agnostic, algebraic layer for parallel query processing and optimization. This layer's origin was as the center of the AQL compiler and optimizer of the ASTERIX system. To be useful for implementing arbitrary languages, Algebricks has been carefully designed to be agnostic of the model of its processed data. Logically, operators work on collections of tuples containing data values. The data values carried inside a tuple are not specified by the Algebricks toolkit; the language implementor is free to define any value types as abstract data types. For example, a user implementing a SQL compiler on top of Algebricks would define SQL's scalar data types to be the data model and would implement interfaces to perform operations such as comparison and hashing. ASTERIX has a richer set of data types, and these have been implemented on top of the Algebricks API as well.
Algebricks consists of the following parts: 1. A set of logical operators, 2. A set of physical operators, 3. A rewrite rule framework, 4. A set of generally applicable rewrite rules, 5. A metadata provider API that exposes metadata (catalog) information to Algebricks, and, 6. A mapping of physical operators to the runtime operators in Hyracks. A typical declarative language compiler parses a user's query and then translates it into an algebraic form. When using Algebricks, the compiler uses the provided set of logical operators as nodes in a directed acyclic graph to form the algebraic representation of the query. This DAG is handed to the Algebricks layer to be optimized, parallelized, and code-generated into runnable Hyracks operators.
Algebricks provides all of the traditional relational operators [9] such as select, project, and join. In addition, Algebricks enables the expression of correlated queries through the use of a subplan operator. The groupby operator in Algebricks allows complete nested plans to be applied to each group.
We are on a path to demonstrating the general applicability of Algebricks by using it to build multiple languages ourselves as well as interacting with outside groups with similar desires. The top layer of ASTERIX, based on ADM and AQL, is a data management system that is built on top of Algebricks. In addition, as a strong proof of concept, we have ported the Hive compiler from Facebook, converting it to generate an Algebricks DAG that is then optimized and executed on Hyracks.
THE ASTERIX PARALLEL INFORMA-TION SYSTEM
At the top layer of the ASTERIX software stack sits the original goal, the ASTERIX parallel information management system itself (or simply ASTERIX, for short). Figure 3 provides an overview of how the various software components of ASTERIX map to nodes in a shared-nothing cluster and indicates how Hyracks serves as the runtime executor for query execution and storage management operations in ASTERIX.
Data in ASTERIX is based on a semistructured data model. As a result, ASTERIX is well-suited to handling use cases ranging from rigid, relation-like data collections, whose types are well understood and invariant, to flexible and potentially more complex data (a) ADM type and dataset for tweets for $tweet in dataset('TweetMessages') where some $topic in $tweet.referred-topics s a t i s f i e s contains ($topic,'verizon') for $topic in $tweet.referred-topics group by $topic with $tweet return { "topic": $topic, "count": count($tweet) } (b) An example query over Tweet messages to filter and aggregate tweets [ { "topic": "verizon", "count": 3 } , { "topic": "commercials", "count": 1 } , { "topic": "att", "count": 1 } , { "topic": "at&t", "count": 1 } ] (c) Result of example query on example data.
{{ { "tweetid": "1023", "user": { "screen-name": "dflynn24", "lang": "en", "friends_count": 46, "statuses_count": 987, "name": "danielle flynn", "followers_count": 47 } , "sender-location": "40.904177,-72.958996", "send-time": "2010-02-21T11:56:02-05:00", "referred-topics": {{ "verizon" }}, "message-text": "i need a #verizon phone :(" } , { "tweetid": "1024", "user": { "screen-name": "miriamorous", "lang": "en", "friends_count": 69, "statuses_count": 1068, "name": "Miriam Songco", "followers_count": 78 } , "send-time": "2010-02-21T11:11:43-08:00", "referred-topics": {{ "commercials", "verizon", "att" }}, "message-text": "#verizon & #att #commercials, so competitive" } , { "tweetid": "1025", "user": { "screen-name": "dj33", "lang": "en", "friends_count": 96, "statuses_count": 1696, "name": "Don Jango", "followers_count": 22 } , "send-time": "2010-02-21T12:38:44-05:00", "referred-topics": {{ "verizon", "at&t", "iphone" }}, "message-text": "I think I may switch from #verizon to #at&t" } }} (d) Example tweet data for $tweet1 in dataset('TweetMessages') for $tweet2 in dataset('TweetMessages') where $tweet1.tweetid != $tweet2.tweetid and $tweet1.message-text ∼=$tweet2.message-text return { "tweet1-text": $tweet1.message-text, "tweet2-text": $tweet2.message-text } (e) An example fuzzy query over Tweet messages to find similar tweets where little is known a priori and the instances in data collections are highly variant and self-describing. The ASTERIX data model (ADM) is based on borrowing the data concepts from JSON [6] and adding additional primitive types as well as type constructors borrowed from object databases [7] . Figure 4(a) illustrates ADM by showing how it could be used to define a record type for modeling Twitter messages. The record type shown there is an open type, meaning that the instances of this type will conform to its specification but are allowed to contain arbitrary additional fields that vary from one instance to the next. The example also illustrates how ADM includes features such as optional fields with known types (sender-location), nested collections of primitive values (referredtopics), and nested records (user). More information about ADM can be found in [3] . Figure 4(d) shows an example of a set of TweetMessageType instances. Data storage in ASTERIX is based on the concept of a "dataset", a declared collection of instances of a given type. AS-TERIX supports both system-managed datasets (such as the TweetMessages dataset declared at the bottom of Figure 4(a) ), which are stored and managed by ASTERIX as partitioned LSMbased B+ trees with optional secondary indexes, and external datasets, where the data can reside in existing HDFS files or collections of files in the cluster nodes' local file systems.
ASTERIX queries are written in AQL (the ASTERIX Query Language), a declarative language that is designed by taking the essence of XQuery [11] , most importantly its FLWOR expression constructs and its composability, and simplifying and adapting it to query the types and data modeling constructs of ADM. Figure 4(b) illustrates AQL by example. This query runs over the TweetMessages dataset, which contains TweetMessageType instances, to compute, for those tweets that refer to "verizon", the number of tweets that refer to each topic that appears in those tweets.
Figure 4(c) shows what this query's results would look like when run against the sample data of Figure 4(d) . To process queries like this one, ASTERIX compiles an AQL query into an Algebricks program. This program is then optimized via algebraic rewrite rules that reorder the Algebricks operators as well as introducing partitioned parallelism for scalable execution, after which code generation translates the resulting physical query plan into a corresponding Hyracks job that uses the operators and connectors of Hyracks to compute the desired query result.
DEMONSTRATION DETAILS
We will demonstrate the following features of ASTERIX. 1. Asterix Data Model (ADM): We will demonstrate how ADM is well-suited to handling use cases ranging from rigid, relation-like data collections, whose types are well understood and invariant, to flexible and potentially more complex data where little is known a priori and the instances in data collections are highly variant and self-describing. 2. Asterix Query Language (AQL): We will demonstrate the capabilities and expressive power of AQL by running different kinds of queries against a running instance of the ASTERIX system. For each of the queries, we plan to give a walkthrough tour of the system, describing how a logical plan for a query if formed, translated and optimized into an efficient parallel physical plan by the underlying language-neutral Algebrics layer and eventually executed as a DAG by the Asterix runtime -Hyracks. 3. Geo-spatial queries: Spatial data types (point, line, polygon, etc.) are treated as first-class citizens in ASTERIX, providing built-in support for geo-spatial (i.e., location-based) data. We will demonstrate, via a very simple Web-based user interface example ( Figure 5 ), how ASTERIX might be used for spatial analysis of social data (from Twitter) to derive knowledge useful to society. 4. Fuzzy queries: An important use case for ASTERIX is querying, and analysis of semistructured data drawn from Web sources (e.g., Twitter, social networking sites, event calendar sites, and so on), so it is a given that some of the incoming data will be dirty. Fuzzy matching is thus a key feature of ASTERIX that we plan to demonstrate. An example fuzzy matching query is shown in Figure 4 (e). This example query is executed in parallel based on principles that we developed while studying how to perform fuzzy joins in the context of Hadoop [10] . 5. Data Feeds: ASTERIX supports continuous data ingestion via data feeds and can can be used to amass data from services such as Twitter or RSS feed-based services such as CNN news. We will demonstrate how ASTERIX can serve as an effective platform for archiving, tracking and analyzing social media activity. 
STATUS OF ASTERIX
Currently, the ADM/AQL layer of ASTERIX is able to run parallel queries including lookups, large scans, parallel joins (regular and fuzzy), and parallel aggregates for data stored in partitioned LSM B+ trees and indexed via secondary indexes such as LSMbased R-trees. The system's external data access and data feed features are also operational. We plan to offer a first open-source release of ASTERIX during the latter part of 2012, and we are now seeking early partners who would like to try ASTERIX on their favorite "Big Data" problems. Our ongoing work includes hardening and documenting the ASTERIX code base for initial public release, adding indexing support for fuzzy selection queries, improving the performance of spatial aggregation, adding support for continuous queries, extending AQL with windowing features, and starting to work with a few early users and use cases to learn by experience where we should go next.
